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Abstrat
A non-autonomous ow system is introdued with an attrator of Plykin type that
may serve as a base for elaboration of real systems and devies demonstrating
the struturally stable haoti dynamis. The starting point is a map on a two-
dimensional sphere, onsisting of four stages of ontinuous geometrially evident
transformations. The omputations indiate that in a ertain parameter range the
map has a uniformly hyperboli attrator. It may be represented on a plane by means
of a stereographi projetion. Aounting strutural stability, a modiation of the
model is undertaken to obtain a set of two non-autonomous dierential equations
of the rst order with smooth oeients. As follows from omputations, it has the
Plykin type attrator in the Poinare ross-setion.
Key words: haos, hyperboli haos, Lyapunov exponent, Plykin attrator,
strutural stability
PACS: 05.45 - a
In mathematial theory of dynamial systems a lass of uniformly hyperboli
haoti attrators is known [1,2,3,4,5,6,7℄. In suh an attrator all orbits are
of the saddle type, and their stable and unstable manifolds do not touh eah
other, but an only interset transversally. These attrators manifest strong
stohasti properties and allow detailed mathematial analysis. They are stru-
turally stable; that means insensitivity of the struture of the attrators in
respet to variation of funtions and parameters in the dynamial equations.
Although main onepts of the relevant mathematial theory were advaned
40 years ago, until reently, these attrators are onsidered rather as a rened
image of haos, than as adequate models for real-world systems. In textbooks
and reviews examples of the uniformly hyperboli attrators traditionally are
represented by mathematial onstrutions, like Plykin attrator and Smale
 Williams solenoid. These examples relate to disrete-time systems, iterated
maps. In partiular, Plykin attrator takes plae in some speial map on a
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sphere with four holes, or on a plane in a bounded domain with three holes
[6℄. In appliations, physis and tehnology people deal usually with systems
operating in ontinuous time, alled ows in mathematial literature. In suh
systems Plykin type attrators ould our in the ontext of desription based
on the Poinare map [7,8,9℄.
The present work is aimed at expliit onstrution of a non-autonomous ow
system with Plykin type attrator, whih ould provide a basis for develop-
ment of real systems and devies, demonstrating struturally stable haoti
dynamis. The starting point is onsideration of a motion on a two-dimensional
sphere omposed of periodially repeated stages of ontinuous geometrially
evident transformations.
Let us onsider a sphere of unit radius. A point on the sphere an be speied
in angular oordinates (θ, ϕ), or in Cartesian oordinates
x = cosϕ sin θ, y = sinϕ sin θ, z = cos θ, (1)
whih satisfy the relation x2 + y2 + z2 = 1. As proven by Plykin, a map on
a sphere an possess hyperboli attrator only in the presene of at least four
holes, the areas not visited by trajetories belonging to the attrator. In our
onstrution this role will be played by neighborhoods of four points A, B, C,
D with oordinates (x, y, z) = (±1/√2, 0, ±1/√2).
Let us onsider a sequene of four suessive ontinuous transformations, eah
of whih is of unit time duration.
I. Flow down along irles of latitude, that is motion of the representative
points on the sphere away from the meridians NABS and NDCS (N and S
designate the north and the south poles) towards the meridians equally distant
from the ars AB and CD. In Cartesian oordinates it is governed by equations
x˙ = −εxy2, y˙ = εx2y, z˙ = 0, (2)
where ε is a parameter.
II. Dierential rotation around z-axis with angular veloity depending on
z linearly, in suh way that the points B and C do not move, while A and D
exhange their loation; it orresponds to equations
x˙ = pi(z/
√
2 + 1/2)y, y˙ = −pi(z/
√
2 + 1/2)x, z˙ = 0. (3)
III. Flow down to the equator, that is motion of representative points
along irles entered on the x-axis on the sphere from the great irle ABCD,
towards the equator:
x˙ = 0, y˙ = εyz2, z˙ = −εy2z. (4)
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IV. Dierential rotation around x-axis with angular veloity depending on
x linearly, in suh way that representative points in the plane, orthogonal to
the x-axis and ontaining the point C, do not move, while those in the plane
ontaining the point B undergo a turn by 180◦:
x˙ = 0, y˙ = −pi(x/
√
2 + 1/2)z, z˙ = pi(x/
√
2 + 1/2)y. (5)
Note a symmetry of the proedure: the rst and the seond pairs of the trans-
formations are idential, up to exhange of the variables x and z.
The Poinare map desribing transformation of a state vetor xn = (xn, yn, zn)
on a period T = 4 may be obtained expliitly. From suessive solution of the
dierential equations (2)-(5) with aount of the mentioned symmetry, one
an represent the resulting state vetor xn+1 as
xn+1 = f+(f−(xn)), f±(x) =


±z,√
x2+y2
(
yeε(x
2+y2)/2 cos pi
2
(z
√
2+1)±xe−ε(x2+y2)/2 sin pi
2
(z
√
2+1)
)
√
x2e−ε(x2+y2)+y2eε(x2+y2)
,
√
x2+y2
(
yeε(x
2+y2)/2 sin pi
2
(z
√
2+1)∓xe−ε(x2+y2)/2 cos pi
2
(z
√
2+1)
)
√
x2e−ε(x2+y2)+y2eε(x2+y2)
.
(6)
The relations (6) determine the map on the sphere xn+1 = T(xn). Note that C
is a xed point of the map T, while A, B and D ompose an unstable periodi
orbit of period 3: A → D → B → A. The map T is invertible. The inverse
map appears as a result of the same transformations in bakward order, with
reversed diretions of the rotations.
Figure 1 shows attrator of the map T at ε=0.77. Observe spei fratal-like
transversal struture of the attrator: the objet looks like omposed of strips,
eah of whih ontains narrower strips of the next level et.
Desription of the dynamis an be reformulated to represent instantaneous
states of the system on a plane. The variable hange is
W = X + iY =
x− z + iy√2
x+ z +
√
2
, (7)
whih orresponds to a stereographi projetion, with seletion of the pro-
jetion point at C(−1/√2, 0, −1/√2). This point does not belong to the
attrator (it is in the hole), so the image of the attrator on the plane is
loated in a bounded domain. Portrait of the attrator for the Poinare map
in this representation is shown in Fig.2a.
I argue that the attrator relates to the uniformly hyperboli lass, i.e. it is an
3
Figure 1. Attrator of the map (6) at ε=0.77 on the unit square
Figure 2. (a) Portrait of the attrator of the map (6) at ε=0.77 presented on a plane
by means of the stereographi projetion (7) and (b) disposition of stable (blak)
and unstable (white) manifolds in a domain D (gray bakground) that ontains the
attrator
attrator of Plykin type. To support this assertion let us turn to Fig. 2b illus-
trating loation of stable and unstable manifolds in a domain D that ontains
the attrator.
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The stable and unstable manifolds are shown, respetively,
by blak an white urves, drawn on a gray bakground of the domain D. As
seen, the unstable manifolds follow along laments of the attrator, while the
1
To draw the stable and unstable manifolds with a omputer, we do the following.
First, for a given point on the attrator x we obtain its image by iterations of
the Poinare map x¯ = TNP (x), and its pre-image by iterations of the inverse map
x˜ = T−NP (x), where N is some empirially hosen integer. Then, with random initial
onditions y˜ in a small neighborhood of x˜, we get a set of points y = TNP (y˜) by
iterations of the Poinare map, whih mark the unstable manifold. In a similar way,
starting with random initial onditions y¯ in a small neighborhood of x¯, we draw the
stable manifold with a set of points y = T−NP (y¯).The auray the manifolds are
depited grows fast with N . Atually, N = 6 is enough to get so small errors that
they are indistinguishable in the plot.
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stable ones are transversal to the laments. Mutual disposition of the stable
and unstable manifolds ertainly exludes possibility of tangenies, at least in
the domain D.
An alternative approah to veriation of the hyperboliity an be based on
the one riterion known from the mathematial literature [1,2,3,4,5,9℄. Suh
alulations were performed on a base of methodology developed in Ref.[10℄,
and the hyperboliity was onrmed.
2
Lyapunov exponents were omputed for the map T by means of the proe-
dure based on joint iterations of the map together with a olletion of two sets
of linearized equations for perturbation vetors. At eah iteration step, these
two vetors are orthogonalized, and normalized to a xed onstant. Lyapunov
exponents are obtained as slopes of the straight lines approximating the au-
mulating sums of logarithms of the norm ratios for the vetors in dependene of
the number of iterations [11℄. In partiular, at ε=0.77 the Lyapunov exponents
are Λ1 = 0.9587 and Λ2 = −1.1406. Then, the estimate of the attrator di-
mension from the Kaplan  Yorke formula yields DKY ≈ 1+Λ1/|Λ2| = 0.8405.
One an aept an interpretation that an instant speed of a representative
point on the sphere is determined by ombination of two vetor elds, whih
are swithed on and o, turn by turn. One orresponds to dynamis during
the stages of ow down, and another to the stages of dierential rotation.
Let us introdue angles α¯ and β¯ determining diretions of the elds, and
oeients p and q responsible for swithing them on and o. We set α¯ =
β¯ = pi
4
(−1)[t/2] − pi
4
, p = 1
2
+ 1
2
(−1)[t], q = 1
2
(−1)[t/2] − 1
2
(−1)[t/2+1/2]. (Here
[τ ℄ designates the integer part of τ .) Setting K = pi/
√
2, we write down the
Eqs. (2)-(5) in a ompat form:
x˙ = −pεy2(x cos α¯ + z sin α¯) cos α¯ + qKy(−x sin β¯ + z cos β¯ + 1√
2
) cos β¯,
y˙ = pεy(x cos α¯ + z sin α¯)2 − qK(x cos β¯ + z sin β¯)(−x sin β¯ + z cos β¯ + 1√
2
),
z˙ = −pεy2(x cos α¯ + z sin α¯) sin α¯+ qKy(−x sin β¯ + z cos β¯ + 1√
2
) sin β¯.
(8)
As a next step, let us onstrut a version of the non-autonomous model on-
taining only smooth funtions. To do this, in Eqs. (8) we simply set
α = pi
4
cos pi
2
t, β = pi
4
sin pi
2
t, p = 1, q = sin pi
2
t. (9)
Now, two vetor elds, responsible for the ow down and for the dieren-
tial rotation vary in time ontinuously and smoothly, undergoing rotations in
2
These results will be published elsewhere, beause require more volume than ap-
propriate for the short ommuniation.
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spae in suh way that the original onguration is repeated with the period
T = 4. The seond eld osillates, reversing the diretion twie on a period.
The time variations of one and other elds are shifted in phase relatively by
a quarter of period. So, the extremal values of the elds are ahieved turn by
turn. The ation of the elds at the extrema are mostly signiant for mo-
tion of the representative points, hene, it is reasonable to speify the values
at extrema, like in the original model. Beause of strutural stability of the
hyperboli attrator, one an hope that its nature remains the same after the
modiation, at least in a properly seleted range of the parameters. As seen
from omputations, it is so, e.g. at ε=0.72 and K=1.9.
In ontrast to the previous version of the model, the Poinare map an not
be expressed analytially. However, it may be easily realized by a omputer
program integrating the equations with a nite-dierene method on a time
period T = 4.
We an exlude a redundant variable in the equations by means of the variable
hange (7), and rewrite them in terms of W = X + iY . After separation of
the real and imaginary parts, we obtain
X˙ = −2εY 2Ω1(X, Y, t)
(
cos(pi
4
cos pi
2
t)−X sin(pi
4
cos pi
2
t)
)
+KY Ω2(X, Y, t)
(
cos(pi
4
sin pi
2
t)−X sin(pi
4
sin pi
2
t)
)
sin pit
2
,
Y˙ = εY Ω1(X, Y, t)
(
2X cos(pi
4
cos pi
2
t) + (1−X2 + Y 2) sin(pi
4
cos pi
2
t)
)
−KΩ2(X, Y, t)
(
X cos(pi
4
sin pi
2
t) + 1
2
(1−X2 + Y 2) sin(pi
4
sin pi
2
t)
)
sin pit
2
,
(10)
where
Ω1(X, Y, t) =
2X cos(pi
4
cos pi
2
t)+(1−X2−Y 2) sin(pi
4
cos pi
2
t)
(1+X2+Y 2)2
,
Ω2(X, Y, t) =
−2X sin(pi
4
sin pi
2
t)+(1−X2−Y 2) cos(pi
4
sin pi
2
t)
(1+X2+Y 2)
+ 1√
2
.
(11)
The expressions (10), (11) look a bit unwieldy, but this is, apparently, the
rst expliit example of a set of dierential equations with smooth oeients,
whih has attrator of Plykin type on a plane in the Poinare ross-setion.
Figure 3 shows variables X and Y in dependene on time as obtained from
numerial integration of the dierential equations (10) at ε=0.72 and K=1.9,
after exlusion of transients. Visually they look like realizations of random
proesses, as it should be for dynamis on the haoti attrator.
Figure 4 shows portrait of the attrator in the three-dimensional extended
phase spae (X , Y , t). To make visible the inherent struture, the piture is
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presented in the gray-sale tehnique. Brighter tones orrespond to relatively
larger probability of visiting pixels by orbits on the attrator. Time interval
on the vertial axis orresponds just to a period of variation of oeients in
the equations. In the ross-setion of the attrator with the horizontal plane,
one an observe an objet with fratal struture, remarkably similar to that
disussed in the ontext of the sphere map (see Fig. 2a). At a qualitative level,
it may be regarded as an argument in favor of persistene of the hyperboli
attrator under modiation of the model we undertake.
Figure 3. Variables X and Y versus time as obtained from numerial integration of
the dierential equations (10) at ε=0.72 and K=1.9. The plot relates to sustained
haoti regime assoiated with motion on the attrator; the transients are exluded
Figure 4. Portrait of attrator of the model (10) at ε=0.72 and K=1.9 in the
extended three-dimensional phase spae. The gray-sale tehnique is used: brighter
tones orrespond to relatively larger probability of visiting the pixels by orbits on
the attrator
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Computation of the Lyapunov exponents for the model (10) by means of the
Benettin algorithm [11℄ at ε=0.72 and K=1.9 yields λ1 ≈ 0.221 and λ2 ≈
−0.315. It orresponds to the Lyapunov exponents of the Poinare map Λ1 =
λ1T ≈ 0.884 and Λ2 = λ2T ≈ −1.260. Estimate of the attrator dimension in
the Poinare setion by the Kaplan  Yorke formula is DKY ≈ 1.70.
The hyperboli nature of the attrator was veried by means of graphial
representation of manifolds in the Poinare setion (like in Fig.2) and by the
omputations based on the one riterion (in analogy with Ref. [11℄). As follows
from those results, attrator is hyperboli in some parameter range around
ε=0.72 and K=1.9. (More details will be published elsewhere.)
To onlude, this work puts into onsideration a non-autonomous ow system
manifesting haoti dynamis assoiated with a hyperboli strange attrator.
In the strobosopi Poinare map it is attrator of Plykin type. In fat, I
present two versions of the model. In the rst version the evolution onsists of
suessive stages, and the dierential equations have pieewise ontinuous de-
pendeny of oeients on time. The Poinare map is expressed analytially,
as a map on a sphere In the seond version, the system is modied in suh
way that it is governed by a set of dierential equations with smooth oe-
ients. The modiation does not alter the hyperboli nature of the haoti
attrator due to strutural stability intrinsi to this objet. As the system
has the minimal phase spae dimension required for existene of a hyperboli
strange attrator, its investigation, inluding veriation of the hyperboli-
ity riteria is essentially simpler, in omparison with models suggested earlier
as examples of attrators of Smale-Williams type [10,12,13℄. Appearane of
onrete examples of systems with hyperboli strange attrators is of evident
signiane both from the point of view of omplementation of mathematial
onepts with onrete and visible ontext (see e.g. Ref. [14℄), and for ex-
ploiting these onepts in appliations. Hyperboli haoti systems may be of
speial interest for appliations due to strutural stability, that means insen-
sitivity of the generated haos to variations of parameters, harateristis of
elements, tehnial utuations et.
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